DON'T FALL INTO THE
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION TRAP!
The other night (December 28, 2010) Glenn Beck held up his new book called "Broke" which is now for
sale. Next, he pushed for a constitutional amendment that would limit the expenditures of Congress
because they are spending us broke. Of course, they ARE spending us broke -- on purpose, too, but a
move in the direction that Beck was advocating is dangerous advice.
Most researchers know that a Constitutional Amendment in these times can trigger off the opening up of
the heart of our 1789 Constitution, and at the same time, making possible the replacement of the 1789
Constitution with a different "Constitution" altogether! There are at least three "different Constitutions"
already standing by waiting for an opportunity to get moved in. They are communist world government
Constitutions that have been written -- years ago -- waiting for the chance to replace the 1789
Constitution. There may be even more in number than three existing now, anyone of which could be
brought in and put into effect if we are foolish enough to plunge into a Constitutional Convention
process! This is an area of real danger.
.
A Constitutional "Amendment" is the first big step necessary to make ready before a Constitutional
"Convention" can get opened up, if one is planned secretly. Of course, an "Amendment" to the
Constitution can be put through WITHOUT opening up a Constitutional "Convention". That's true, and
we well realize that fact! But knowing how shrewd the slicksters operate, and, of course, they always tell
us the truth (the federal government never lies to us, do they?). WHY PLAY AROUND WITH
DYNAMITE? You will not know what to expect once you allow the heavy preliminary work of an
"Amendment" to be completed. Yet, it is true that an amendment can be passed around to each state for
approval without going the route of opening up a "Convention". But it is so risky to trust that a switch
won't easily occur at the last minute and a CONVENTION is decided upon, granting all the attendees
(mostly globalists) with the powers inherent in a CONVENTION, such as being allowed to make a total
replacement for our 1789 Constitution. This is not a simple fear. Some years ago, the globalists went on
record as suggesting the CONVENTION as being the method for getting the "New World Order
Constitution" installed. Once a move to put a new amendment onto the 1789 Constitution is started up,
we throw ourselves into a real danger. CONVENTION proceedings can be held in private until finished!
The CONVENTION can not be limited as to what the attending members do! A former Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court (Warren Burger) has already told us this as a fact! Can you imagine the global planners
missing out on such an opportunity, especially since they have already achieved so much structural work
for operating a world government system?
Why can't a balanced budget requirement be written as a regular federal law instead of risking a Constitutional
Amendment, followed by a Constitutional Convention? That could avoid endangering the whole 1789
Constitution. Please circulate this warning.
Thanks, Bernadine
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